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Configure Rule Name and Other Details while Creating a New Rule
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Closed Incidents can now be Reopened
View Reports for Incidents
Enhancements to Assets View
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Monitoring Profile Rule: New Validations for Inclusion/Exclusion
Filters
We have added new rule validations for specifying files/directories to include or exclude from
monitoring under Advanced Options.
Validations for Windows directories
- Multiple full directory paths must be comma separated (e.g. C:\windows\system32\temp\,
D:\windows\temp).
- These special characters [ ] { } ( ) * ? ' are allowed in directory paths. ? is a single character
wildcard, and * is a multi-character wildcard.
- These special characters / " < > | are not allowed in directory paths.
- Each Directory path can have maximum 260 characters including [ ] { } ( ) * ? characters,
spaces, and slashes.
Validations for Windows files
- Multiple file paths must be comma separated (e.g. *.doc, sample.txt).
- These special characters [ ] { } ( ) * ? ' are allowed in file names. ? is a single character
wildcard, and * is a multi-character wildcard.
- These special characters / " < > | are not allowed in file names.
- Each file name can have maximum 260 characters including spaces, and slashes.
Validations for Linux directories
- Multiple full directory paths must be comma separated (e.g. /user/tmp/demo, /user/tmp).
- These special characters [ ] { } ( ) * ? ' are allowed in directory paths. ? is a single character
wildcard, and * is a multi-character wildcard.
- These special characters \ " < > : | are not allowed in directory paths.
- Each Directory path can have maximum 4096 characters including [ ] { } ( ) * ? characters,
spaces, and slashes.
Validations for Linux files
- Multiple file paths must be comma separated. (e.g. *.tmp, sample.tmp).
- These special characters [ ] { } ( ) * ? ' are allowed in file names. ? is a single character
wildcard, and * is a multi-character wildcard.
- These special characters \ " < > : | are not allowed in file names.
- Each file name can have maximum 255 characters including dot and extension.
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Create Sections to Group Rules
Now you can group rules in distinct categories using sections in a Windows/Linux profile.
The section is available only in the profile in which it is created. A section once created
cannot be deleted.
To create a new section, create/edit a profile, go to the Rules tab and click New Section.

Enter/select section name, description
and category. Specify one or more
references and reference links.
References provide information on
grouping criteria of rules and links
contain URLs to provide additional
information. We are showing this
information on the Event Details page.
Section category contains user-defined
values. You can use the Manage
button to add/ remove section
categories.
Click Save.
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To add a rule to the section,
select the section while
creating or editing a rule.
Here you can also use the
Create Section button to
create a new section for the
rule.

Click
icon to expand a section to show or hide the rules added to the section. The rules
that are not part of any section are shown under Open rules.

Delete option deletes the rules
in the section.
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We have provided an Actions menu to help you delete multiple selected rules using the
Delete Rule option. You can not delete all the rules in an active profile. At least one rule must
be present in the profile or else an error message is shown if you try to delete the rule.
Move to Section lets you move the rule to
another section.

Click the section name to view the
references for the section.

Click “more” to view all the exclude or include filters applied on the rule.
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Configure Rule Name and Other Details while Creating a New
Rule
While creating a new monitoring profile rule, you can now specify rule name, description and
group the rule under a section or create a new section for the rule.
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Enhancements to Events
Actions Menu Moved to Event Details
We have moved the Actions Menu button, which contains Ignore Event option, from the
Event List page to the Event Details page. The Event Details page show Ignore option only for
events that are not added to any incident.
Go to the Event Review tab to ignore multiple events. The Event Review tab shows only
events that are not included in an incident.

Enhancements to Event Details
The information on the Event Details page is now more organized and detailed.
The Event details page now has Actions menu to search similar events, ignore an event and
ignore and whitelist an event.
Find Similar Events allows you to search for events that are generated by the same process,
user or for the same filename, file path or rule. Ignore only ignores the selected event.
Ignore and Whitelist ignores the selected event and lets you apply on the triggered rules new
exclude filters for target directories.
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Triggers section now shows the section name, if rules are grouped in a section, and rule
names that triggered the event. Click the info button
added for the section.

to view details of references, if

Asset information on the right side is restructured to show DNS hostname, FQDN, IP address
and other details of the asset. This detail is earlier available when you click on the host
name. This section is renamed to About Asset and shows a View asset details button for
viewing details of the asset.

Now Permissions, Inheritance, Ownership and Audit details are visible only in the Security
change event and Attribute in the Attribute change event. For the events generated for the
content change, we only display the file name for which content has changed.
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Ignore Events and Apply Exclusion Filters for the Triggering Rules
You can now ignore an event and at the same time modify the rule or rules that triggered the
event. Identify the event and then drill down the event to go to the Event details page. From
the Actions menu, choose "Ignore and Whitelist". Note that this option is unavailable for
events that were generated from locked monitoring profile and for rules created for rule type
as File.

You'll see a list of profiles/rules
associated with the event and a
new exclude filter for the target
directory or file. Feel free to
make changes to the exclude
filter before saving it.
Once you hit Save, we'll add the
exclude filter to the selected
profile rules. The event will be
moved to the Ignored list and
new events will not be
generated for the excluded
directory/file.
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Find Similar Events
You can now search for events that are generated by the same process, user or for the same
filename, file path or rule. Drill Down an event and on the Event details page, click the
Actions menu on the top. Select Find similar events and then choose a filter to view events
that matches the value of the filter for the selected event.
For example, choose the Process filter to view all the events that are generated by the same
process as the current event.
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Closed Incidents can now be Reopened
You now have an option to reopen a closed incident to modify the incident’s review
information. When you reopen an incident, all the review information in the incident such as
disposition, change type, approval and other information is set to blank. You can then review
the reopened incident, provide review comments and mark it Closed.
To reopen an incident, click Reopen from the Quick Actions menu.

Enter the comments and click Yes.
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View Reports for Incidents
You can now generate reports for incidents. Downloaded Report has three sections: Report
Settings, Report Statistics and Report Event Details. Report Settings shows incident details.
Report Statistics shows graphical data for counts of changes by action, user, and type and
counts of events by severity levels and assets. Report Event Details shows the list of events in
the incident.
Select an incident and click Generate Report from the Quick Actions menu. Select PDF/HTML
format and click Download on the Download formats screen.

The report is created for the incident and placed in the Reports tab. Go to the Reports tab and
download the report.
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Here is a sample Incident Report in the HTML format.

Enhancements to Assets View
Now you can view the actual status of the installed agent and the monitoring profiles and
their status for each asset. We have added Status and Monitoring Profile columns to show
this information. The Status column shows Enable when agent is active and Disable when
agent is inactive/disabled for the asset.
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For assets with agent status enabled, the Status column displays an
following events occurred for the asset:

icon when any of the

- No FIM monitoring profile is assigned to the asset.
- Agent uninstallation is complete for the asset.
- Manifest generation is in progress for the asset.
- The agent is not found for the asset.
- FIM manifest is decommissioned on the agent.
- Received an agent uninstallation request for the asset.
- FIM manifest is published on the agent.
- Error in generating FIM manifest for the asset.
- Received request for activating/deactivating FIM for the asset.
- Matching FIM profile is found for the asset, and the FIM profile is waiting for manifest
generation.
Move your mouse over the
icon to view the status. Monitoring Profile column shows a
“more” link. Click the link to view the names of all the monitoring profiles assigned to the
asset and profiles status as active/inactive.

We have removed the “Group by” menu provided to group the assets by monitoring profile
from the Asset View page. You can see this information on the Profiles List page in the
Configuration tab. The Profiles List page has Assets column that shows the total count of
assets assigned to the monitoring profiles.
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Issues Addressed
•

We have updated the "asset.tag" token to "asset.tags".

•

We have updated the help syntax on UI for the asset.tags token to inform that token
accepts asset tag ID instead of the tag name when used for searching an asset.

•

We have fixed an issue where clicking on any of the widgets: "Events by Severity",
"Changes by Action" and "Changes by user" on the Incident Summary page were not
navigating the user to the events related to that widget. Now when you click on the
widgets, the application shows events for the filter.

•

We have fixed an issue where incorrect notification was shown when importing a predefined profile from Library that has already been imported by the user. Now the user
is notified that profile is already imported.

•

We have fixed an issue where a category for a profile could be created with a blank
name. Now category name cannot be blank.

•

We have updated the notification shown when you ignore an event from the Event
Review tab to inform that listing the ignored events in Ignored tabs may take some
time.

•

We have fixed an issue where on the Event Details page, long path names were not
getting wrapped. Now the path names are shown on multiple lines.

•

We have fixed an issue where junk characters were shown in DNS names on the
Event Details Page. Now DNS names do not show junk characters.

•

We have improved our notifications to show user-friendly messages for success or
failure of user operations.

•

We have fixed the widget layout issue to show the Asset Details page properly in the
Internet Explorer browser.

•

We have fixed an issue where the "Set as Default Dashboard" was enabled for the
dashboard that was already marked as the default dashboard. Now, this option is not
available for the default dashboard.

•

We have fixed an issue where when assigning and saving "localhost"<i>.localdomain"
asset to a monitoring profile from the Assign Assets page was showing junk
characters in the asset name. This issue is now fixed.

•

We have fixed an issue where incidents were created with a blank name. Now, the
incident name cannot be blank.

•

We have fixed an issue where dashboards were created with a blank name. Now, the
dashboard name cannot be blank.

•

We have updated the description for Install Cloud Agents (using CA) on the Get
Started page.

•

We have fixed an issue where pre-defined profiles in Library when opened in the View
mode show incorrect values for Date Created and Last Updated. Now Date Created
and Last Updated show correct values.

•

We have fixed an issue where Categories and Status filter settings on the
Configuration > Profiles page were not getting applied when the user returns to this
page from other pages. Now the filters will be reset when the user navigates to
another page.

•

We have fixed an issue where during monitoring profile create or edit, assets and tags
were not getting assigned to the locked profiles from the Assign Assets tab on saving.
Now assigned assets and tags are getting saved for locked monitoring profiles.
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•

We have fixed an issue where when assigning assets to a Linux profile, the user is
unable to search for Red Hat, Ubuntu, CentOS, Oracle Enterprise Linux, Amazon
Linux, SuSE Linux assets on the Asset selector page. This issue is now fixed.

•

During monitoring profile create or update, the profile description now accepts only
2500 characters.

•

We have fixed an issue where existing rules for monitoring profiles were not
displayed in the Rules tab. Now the existing rules are shown for profiles.

•

During creating or updating a monitoring profile, you can not specify special
characters in the category name when creating a new profile category using the
Manage button shown on the Profile Details page.

•

Now you can edit the profile names imported from our library to contain a maximum
of 128 characters.

•

The Event Details page now shows "Created on" and "Last Checked-in" under the
Activity section in the ABOUT ASSET pane.

•

During creating or updating rule profile, now the attribute: "Monitor the file for" or
"Monitor the directory structure for" in the Monitoring Rule Parameters section: does
not show the file/directory path that you have entered in "File Path".

•

We have fixed an issue where the monitoring profile page was showing wrong asset
counts for monitoring profiles. This issue is now fixed.
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